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Where To Go Next: 14 Best Places

To Travel In The US In 2019
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Transformative Travel: I look at how travel can change lives.
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Thinking about your New Year's resolutions? Why not resolve to see more of the

United States? I tapped into 14 of the most plugged-in travel experts and

influencers to find out the top places that are on their radars for 2019. Read on for

their picks: You're definitely going to want to put these locations on your travel
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wish list, too. And if you want to see more of the world, check out "The 19 Best

Places To Travel In 2019." 

Fort Lauderdale, Florida

Chosen By: Sarah Funk is a travel show host and blogger. She is frequently seen

on Travel + Leisure and has been to over over 40 countries.

Why: Greater Fort Lauderdale is having a modern-day renaissance. The beach

town has transformed into a luxurious getaway for the hip and young. Its sandy

shores are crowd free with swaying palm trees and miles of peaceful beaches like

Pompano and Lauderdale-By-The-Sea. Sophisticated hotels, like the Conrad, dot

the beaches and new luxury hotels are on the way, like the Four Seasons Hotel &

Private Residences, slated to open in 2020. Yet millennials can also find a

place they will love at the W Hotel or Plunge Hotel. The culinary scene is also a

masterpiece with upscale eateries serving dishes from around the world and new

high-end restaurants continuing to emerge. Have a meal at Valentino Cucina

Italiana, Louie Bossi’s or Monkitail and your taste buds will thank you. In

addition, the city is riding a new wave as a craft-beer destination with 15 local

A cool cocktail bar in Fort Lauderdale. PHOTO COURTESY OF SARAH FUNK/INSTAGRAM @SARAHFUNKY
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Where: Palm Springs, California

Chosen By: Lindsay Silberman is a New York City-based magazine editor and

influencer. She covers luxury travel, beauty, and fashion on her blog and on

Instagram (@lindsaysilb), where she's created a community of more than 136,000

followers.
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